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Merry Christmas…

And we hope you have a happy
and prosperous New year!
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Hi Everyone. Since last time, the BSCC has ran a Multi Club Off Road Racing event at
the Pitman property located at Thornton. It was a two-day event for the competitors
but more for the officials to which I’ll get to in a moment. There were 29 eager entrants
ready to burst out of the blocks on Saturday 14th November, on what would turn out to
be an unexpected start to the day.
The organisers, led by Barry Neuendorff, spent the days leading up to the week-end
setting up the course, and on the Friday, most efforts were put into the final touches.
What a Friday that turned out to be. Late in the afternoon, a brutal hailstorm swept
through the area like a tornado. The path of the storm was so narrow and the intensity
so great, its impact was easily seen.

I arrived at Pitman’s at 5:45am on Saturday having just driven through Mulgowie. The
intersection where the pub is located was covered by a carpet of leaves as well as the
road for the next 500 meters or so. There were only two-wheel tracks through the green
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and the road was lined with ice. I didn’t believe it at first because so many hours had
passed since the storm but the stripped trees and flattened crops were all the evidence
anyone needed a serious storm event had taken place. When I arrived, the area where
the event “paddock” was located was a mess. From where I was outside the gate, I
could see the twisted remains of shelters and upturned tables. About an hour later, the
catering crew (of which I was a part) was allowed to drive in so long as we utilized our
4WD. It was like driving on grease.
All around I could see everyone pitching into their allotted jobs and within a couple of
hours, the entrants were allowed in with some needing help from a tractor to enter the
pits.
We really have to hand it to Barry and Craig Porter (Assistant Clerk of Course) and their
crew for getting the event underway as soon as they did.
Our intrepid leader of all things catering was Kerrie Husband. Kerrie does an amazing job
setting up menus, the kitchen, the cold room and we’d be lost, or at least very hungry,
without her. She had myself, Paul Woodward and Tony Kable straight to work as soon as
we arrived as there were hungry mouths to feed. Jim and Val Reddiex, Peter Clydesdale
and at times Barry twirled the tongs across the course of the week-end and to them the
club owes a debt of thanks. Others I saw who put in great efforts included Lois Collings
in scoring, Judy Foster (event secretary) and our COVID Checker Katie Ainsworth. Patrick
and Anne Hetherman were hard at it across the whole week-end as were Belinda and
Tony Howard and a cast of many others who I am sure will be mentioned elsewhere in
the event report.
To the competitors and their teams and to the spectators who came out for a look, I want
to thank you too for your interest and support.
Lastly, from my vantage point, I want to put a big shout out to Derrick Kennedy (DJK Air
Conditioning), David Ellsworth (Rev Range Components) and Laurie and Tait Svenson
(German Autos) for their sponsorship support of the event. These guys have been
supporting the BSCC for many years and are deserving of your support when you need
the services they provide. Please do what you can.

Over the course of the last few years, the club has been working on an updated
constitution. While the current constitution has had periodic amendments, it was
adopted for a time now many years ago. Times have evolved and so with that, our
constitution needs to keep up. Many of you would know the BSCC, while outwardly
operating as a club, is actually registered with the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC) as a Public Company Limited by Guarantee. It is why you often see
the BSCC mentioned as BSCC Ltd rather than BSCC Inc. The Limited by Guarantee
structure was adopted as this is the most appropriate structure for Not for Profit
organisations operating as the BSCC does.
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The time has now come for where we need to provide a model for best governance for
modern corporations. A new draft constitution has been prepared for members to vote
by special resolution at the Annual General Meeting we plan for April in 2021.
Therefore, I am letting you all know
now that the proposed new
constitution will be voted upon at
that AGM in April 2021 and all
eligible members who wish to vote
will be heard.
Copies
will
be
circulated
according to ASIC guidelines with
plenty of time for anyone to ask
questions or comment. This
process
is
proposed
to
commence in January once all
the Christmas, end of year and new year festivities are complete.

This is the last magazine for the year and therefore the final President’s message for 2020.
This year has been a (insert your preferred adjective here) year. It is fair to say very few
have witnessed anything like it. Everyone around the BSCC always “does what they do”
with the best of intentions and this year hasn’t been any different in that regard. The
support from everyone in the BSCC family and the wider Rally and Off-Road Racing
community have made a tough year for the club much easier than it could have been.
The race to officiate at events has been overwhelming at times and those efforts,
together with the generosity of competitors and event organisers, has meant 2020 has
ended up being a year with some good memories. To all of you, I say Thank-you.
Have a great Christmas. May Santa bring you all the goodies you want, your families
enjoy the best time of the year and bring in 2021 with a big jump and a screaming skid.
Cheers,
Dom.
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We are delighted to announce that John Carter from Roo Systems Australia has
committed to maintain their sponsorship for the first round of the 2021 Queensland Rally
Championship to be held at Manumbar on the 27th March 2021.
The event will be the first of a four round season and with over 50 entries for the event in
October 2020 augers well for a wonderful season of motorsport next year.
Due to the heavy storms during the week Manumbar is awash at the moment with
flooding in the region and Western Branch road flooded last Tuesday night.
How things change in a week! I can only hope that the forestry roads stand up to these
heavy storms in the region with little road damage.
As indicated in our recent Advice to Competitors next year’s event will use RallySafe and
we advise competitors they should look to purchase their Permanent Installation Kit in
preparation for events during the year.
Brad and the team have the event well in hand for 2021 and I will step away as this is the
sixth event, I have either organised or have been involved with in the past twelve months
that has not run. That I can assure you is a great disappointment to me as there has been
an enormous amount of my time spent in preparation of events not to mention the many
many trips to Jimna and Manumbar during the year. However, I would like to
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acknowledge the many people who have supported me during the year and thank
them for their input.
And in closing I would like to personally thank a long time and well-known competitor for
again donating his entry money for the Manumbar event to the Club. That money will be
used at the 2021 event around the areas of safety to Officials and Competitors.

Craig Porter
Asst Clerk of Course
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Recently, on the BSCC Facebook page the
question was asked:
“I couldn’t go racing without my…”
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THANK YOU TO ALL THE MAGNIFICENT
OFFICIALS BOTH LADIES AND GENTS
Where do I begin, well let’s start the preamble with Friday’s Activities.
Craig arrived on site with the Cold Room in tow and myself with the club’s trailer, only to
find Peter Clydesdale already there and waiting. Tait loaded up and already on the
course and Malcolm Spiden phoning in advising he was sitting on the side of the highway
awaiting a visit from RACQ to make the mighty MG get going. Laurence then arriving
after dropping a vehicle at Pauls place and picking up the remainder of wooden stakes
and off to the course with Ross and Michael to assist in setting up.
With temperatures around 40 degrees we commenced the setting up of the venue
marking out the racing pits and the paddock and all the bits and pieces that are
attached to it. Midday, the toilets arrived and positioned in place along with generator
to run the cold room. This kept Kerry happy as she could now stow away the foodstuffs
and drinks and start the cooling down process.
Derrick arrived with his big marquee and with help from everyone, up it went and
positioned in place over the catering. The day was hot and taxing and by 16:00 hrs we
were all knackered but still had a bit to do. The Course and Venue set teams were
almost done and dusted except for a little tractor work bypassing a washout caused by
some previous heavy rain. Neville Pitman had blisters on his buttocks from the tractor
seat but kept going with the tractor to finish off. By 18:00 hrs everyone had packed up
and we were reasonably happy the venue was in great shape for the event. I was so
pleased with everything that was achieved by the set-up guys and only had some
titivating to do on race morning, so decided to depart the venue.
Staying with my brother in Gatton, Craig and I looked forward to a shower and a couple
of refreshments, both of which happened. Still celebrating on our achievements and
somewhere about 19:00 hrs I received a phone call from Peter Clydesdale informing me
Thornton had an epic hail storm.
For a while I thought he was pulling my leg especially about the intensity of it until he
started rattling off the damage sustained by everyone, I then realised he wasn’t joking.
Holy smoke, what am I going to do now, a day’s work down the chute. That little man
in my head badgering me, you better start getting your act together ‘cause it won’t fix
itself and you have a set up team feeling second hand from a hot intense day on Friday.
You have a bigger than usual task to guide competitors into their respective bays due to
Covid so Covid Scrutineering can be done early, so the reconnainance lap can be done
and everyone ready to start competition by 11:00 hrs. All that set up work needs redoing.
I really didn’t want to face up to another failed event due to the Weather Gods.
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So where to from here:
After confirming everyone was okay and no one sustained any injuries Craig and Peter
convinced me there was nothing we could do until daylight, so go to bed and get some
sleep. Well that was easier said than done, what a field day that man in my head had
tormenting me with questions I didn’t have any answers for. Four o’clock out of bed and
on site at daybreak. The bitumen road leading to the venue was littered with leaves etc
to the extent they almost completely obliterated the bitumen, the trees stripped of
foliage, farm crops stripped to the stems, ice still piled up resembling paddocks with snow
mounds.
My arrival on site was exactly what Peter C. said, devastation was what faced us, toilets
lying on their side, every bit of bunting on the ground as was the pegs, Derrick’s marquee
bent torn and buggered, and some signs nowhere to be seen. Peter Whalley’s car and
caravan peppered with hail dents, broken glass and busted skylights as was Peter
Clydesdale’s ute and Patrick Hetherman’s van and twin cab. Patricks awning lying on
top of his van, and Barry Farrell’s car was like someone took to it with a ball pane hammer.
Laurence’s 250 and Pantech trailer along with Tait’s twin cab peppered with dents. I
think Craig and I were the only ones who escaped damage as Gatton only had
lightening. It appeared the hail was much bigger at Mulgowie Sports Ground where
most camped and had more substantial damage to vehicles and vans.
I take my hat off to Peter C. and Kerry who were already into action when I arrived and
it didn’t take long before Kerry was rolling out jobs for me to do, as I must admit I had a
glass jaw that morning but the enthusiasm of Kerry and Peter C along with everyone else
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lifted my spirits, however I could not stop thinking that Mulgowie/Thornton was a place
of evil spirits. If it wasn’t for floods, lack of entries due to a rival club’s calendar, and bush
fires stopping the progress of previous events, and now a hail storm, I struggled to
comprehend.
So, we agreed we had an event to run.
Because we were now in the time zone for official’s arrival time, the line up on the road
into the property was starting to build and we had Covid checking to do as well. The
property itself was wet, boggy and impassable for vehicles and with the melting ice
mounds the water kept the ground wet and boggy. Belinda and Tony came up with a
suggestion that had enormous effect on the next couple of hours. Using one of Craigs
sayings, “bless her cotton socks” Belinda turned everyone around and sent them back
to the Mulgowie pub and held everyone there so we could perform the reconstruction
work. Belinda also with Katie and Judy along with the Covid Team Rod Sams, Tony Best,
Jim and Val Reddiex, Malcolm Spiden now that his MG was going again) and Brett
Gooderham performed the Covid checking.
Time was marching on and because no one could get into the venue a lot of competitors
skipped back into Laidley for breakfast and at that point, I had doubts on the success of
our catering.
The drying out time.
By 10:00 hrs everything was back in place, Derrick and his team tried in vain to weld and
repair his marquee without success, so BSCC’s Pop-ups came into play. Six of them
lashed together gave the caterers the shade they needed. A phone call to Belinda to
release the Officials first so we could deal and put them in place. Then came the 4WD’s
and trailers which the traffic controller officials marshalled them into their respective pit
and paddock bays. So far so good, now the Pantech trucks and trailers. Because of
their shear weight and mostly 2WD the exercise became more complex. Luckily Paul
Emmerson had his two 4WD tractors on standby which saved the day. With much
spinning and slipping the last one was finally pulled into their pit bay.
Wow, what a morning and the time was now 11:00 hrs. The countdown now came as
the Track Crews were still out on course resurrecting and modifying the course. We tried
for a 11:30 hrs start but just missed out, so then scheduled in a recovery time for everyone
to recoup and reclaim their thoughts and posture.
Start time was announced as 12:00 midday.
The bell rang and away we went as if nothing had happened, except no dust. At 14:30
hrs we stopped for lunch (smoko to be more accurate) and the caterer’s were back into
action and working hard. Kerry the human dynamo had the boys on the hop and my
sincere thanks goes out to her.
They prepared fifty-five lunches for Officials of their preference of meat in one container,
and salad etc in another. Ross Williams our Officials and Recovery Teams Leader
delivered them all, accompanied with water and their type of drink. The Marshalling
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Team and Starter were now really starting to show the effects of a very hot and humid
day and were glad of a small break as was all on course officials, timing and scoring
personnel. Thanks to the generosity of our Caterers they supplied bottled water to
everyone free of charge for the duration of the event. Heat 2 the final one for Saturday
finished at approximately 18:30 hrs. incidents were the occasional breakdown or rollover
without any injuries.
Sunday 15th November.
Back at the track at 06:00 hrs in full sunshine after servicing and refilling the toilets.
Covid Officials all in place with a feeling of serenity over the venue. Caterers going full
steam ahead and all Officials knowing what to do and when, going about their jobs very
professionally.
Heat three, the first of the day was up and running on time at 08:30 hrs. A day where
being a Clerk of Course was so pleasant it was a dream which was also due to Patrick
Hetherman on the event radio and tracking. Only a couple of incidents, one roll over
that made us sit up and take notice, Joshua Weidman had a spectacular roll but was
unhurt. Top marks for roll cages which was not damaged at all and protected Joshua.
Cam Smith in #499 also had a spectacular roll and again the only damage was
superficial and a dent in Cam’s pride. Again, no injuries. Last car started 15:30 hrs and
finished the event on a high note.
Final wrap up.
The event had 29 entries and had 29 starters, and finished with 11 competitors. The 19
non finishers were due to mechanical and tyre failures. I thank everyone for entering
and making this remarkable event, one to remember.
To the Sponsors below who have helped pay the bills, they are:
David Ellsworth from RevRange Components who also made the trophies.
German Autos, Laurence and Tait Svenson who set up the course and resurrected it, and
took home their very hail dented 4WD’s and Pantech trailer.
DJK air conditioning, Derrick Kennedy who kindly gave us his 6 X 3 marquee for the
caterers to use and then returned it in a mangled mess. Gentlemen I cannot thank you
enough.
To my Magnificent Officials who rallied around in the trying early hours of Saturday, some
taking home hail dented cars and vans. There is no better way to run an event than
have a team of Officials like I had. I would like to name you all, but to expel the problem
of getting the list wrong I have attached a list of you from the Registration List.
Couple facts:
• 110 lunches made by the caterers.
• The food made by the caterers was again outstanding.
• Enormous amounts water handed out.
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• 40+ degree heat to deal with.
Special thanks to Margaret Mackay for her behind the scenes help who couldn’t be on
site.
Special thanks to Paul Emmerson for the use of his tractors and his help with the course
and towing vehicles.
Special thanks to the Pitman Family for the use of their property and to Neville Pitman for
his help with everything.
Couple of things you probably aren’t really interested in:
Each toilet needs 60 litres water each day.
There were 20 toilet rolls destroyed by rain water.
We went through three 100mls sanitizers.
Attached are some photos. More with the Presidents Report.
The Magnificent Officials List is also attached.
Cheers,
Baz
Clerk of Course
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Our magnificent
officials
Thanks again!
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1. “She played the fiddle in an Irish band but she fell in love with an English man.”
2. “You should know you’re falling into fiction; I can tell you’re on some foolish
mission.”
3. “I met a gin-soaked, bar-room queen in Memphis, she tried to take me upstairs
for a ride.”
4. “This hit, that ice cold, Michelle Pfeiffer, that white gold.”
5. “Maybe I’m foolish, maybe I’m blind, thinking I can see through this and see
what’s behind.”
6. “They’re out to get you, better leave while you can, don’t wanna be a boy, you
wanna be a man.”
7. “One, don’t pick up the phone, you know he’s only calling ’cause he’s drunk
and alone.”
8. “And it’s just like the ocean under the moon, oh it’s the same as the emotion
that I get from you.”
9. “You know I’m just a fool who’s willing to sit around and wait for you.”
10. “Remember to let her into your heart, then you can start to make it better.”
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Member Classifieds
Michael Dwyer has a number of items for sale:
They are currently on the bccbss.com.au website, as they are classic parts. Full details
and photos are on the links shown.
1. QI headlights. Will fit any standard 7 inch round lights, replacing the sealed beam
units.
https://www.bccbss.com.au/mg/for-sale/parts-and-accessories/mixed-other/qi-headlights-3851/
2. Ford Escort Mark II indicator switch.
https://www.bccbss.com.au/ford/for-sale/parts-and-accessories/escort/indicator-switch-2601/
3. Ford crossflow remote oil filter adapter.
https://www.bccbss.com.au/ford/for-sale/parts-and-accessories/mixed-other/perma-cool-remoteoil-filter-adapter-2600/
4. Ford Escort Mark II indicator and wiper switches
https://www.bccbss.com.au/ford/for-sale/parts-and-accessories/escort/escort-ii-switches-2590/
5. OBA Italian sports steering wheel.
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Fits early Sprite steering column splines. 35 cm outside diameter. Not sure what other
cars / models / splines it would fit. If interested, you are welcome to try.
https://www.bccbss.com.au/austin-healey/for-sale/parts-and-accessories/sprite/oba-italiansports-steering-wheel-2579/
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Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ................................ Dominic Corkeron
Vice President……..TBA
Secretary ............................... Judy Foster
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Board Member……..Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Tony Kabel,
Craig Porter, John Coleman, Tristan Carrigan, Gerard McConkey
Motorsport Australia Delegate…………Gerard McConkey
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Social Media……………Peter Flynn
Immediate Past President ... Paul Woodward

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB LTD
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: info@bscc.asn.au
Magazine: info@bscc.asn.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au
If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay; it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or
returning Members to our Club.
Welcome to:
Terry Hammond – Member No: 5066
Sarah Goetz – Member No: 5066
Ryan Sutherland – Member No: 5067
Ben English – Member No: 5068
Kimberley Hammond – Member No: 5069
Belinda Wendt – Member No: 5070
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online

https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.
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1. Galway Girl – Ed Sheeran
2. Black Eyed Boy – Texas
3. Honky Tonk Women – Rolling Stones
4. Uptown Funk – Mark Ronson feat. Bruno Mars
5. Human – Rag’n’Bone Man
6. Beat It – Michael Jackson
7. New Rules – Dua Lipa
8. Smooth – Santana feat. Rob Thomas
9. hopelessly Devoted To You – Olivia Newton-John
10. Hey Jude – Beatles

